
The Post Truth World  
 
The Truth is Dead, Welcome to Post Truth World where the facts and truth mean nothing 
and the feelings inside us mean more. Where People disregard the truth because someone 
feels it’s not true or doesn’t believe it to be true. Such a dystopian world and how did we 
get here? Allow me to enlighten and guide you around the world. 
 
We begin our decent into this madness known as Post Truth with a big red bus with writing 
on the side. It reads “We send the EU £350 Million a week let’s fund our NHS instead. Vote 
Leave and let’s take back control”. Such a misleading bus yet we started following it into 
Post Truth. We all knew we don’t send £350 million its more only £100 million or so. We 
bought and followed a lie to a destination like no other. Post Truth  
 
While following the big red bus, we see people donning a red cap, I wonder what that 
reads? Make America Great Again! Oh such a strong sentence I wonder who came up with 
that? Oh that right Donald Trump, a man who became president by spreading conspiracy 
theories on his opponent and announcing vague policies.  
 
So how has Post Truth become so ubiquitous and high in abundance? Well it is traceable 
down to our usage of social media. As social media takes over it causes us to form our own 
echo chamber. Where we can decorate with the façade we want to play and the little 
jackanory story we put as our bio. we can select, pick and choose what we want to see and 
hear what we want to here. We are surrounded by our own little echo chamber.  
 
Never to step a foot out of it, on the fear we’ll be offended by the truth and another 
person’s echo chamber. We live as some sort of small crab, scared to leave its home for fear 
of attack.  
 
Shockingly Us adults love our social media echo chambers, so much that 62% of US adults 
only get their news from Social media! That’s over half the grown population. Think for one 
second if we all got our echo chambers then the media can tailor make content to our 
chambers. If only there were the case…. 
 
Turns out that is the case, In recent times some mainstream media outlets have been 
feeding the echo chambers like some sort of mother wanting the delightful children to 
believe everything they say. Look at the British newspapers for example. The Daily Mail and 
the Daily Express have helped push the big red bus forward, hyperbolising everything 
mentioned and glorifying hate against the truth.  
 
That’s not even scratching the surface of the dark side of this, in a dark corner of the surface 
web are the likes of the Canary and Breitbart News. This “news site” is the love child of the 
echo chamber and the polarised media. This website is the stuff of nightmares with clickbait 
headlines like “renegade Jew” and “phoney fascist tears” Stuff that is not only false and is 
also highly slanderous. Unbelievably this sort of thing is common in Post Truth.  
 



Don’t think it’s just confined to the far right everyone, The Canary has proven that the left 
can also proverbially dance in the ring of fire known as fake news Less Clickbait involved but 
still an obscene amount of pure and fake nonsenses.  
 
But that’s not the most dangerous thing yet, on the contrary my dear reader. This most 
dangers thing is that people have acted through the false and fake news in the echo 
chamber they possess. A prime Example is Edgar Maddison. The man who opened fire on 
Comet Ping Pong because he was investigating the pizzagate conspiracy theory. A fake news 
story that germinated in his echo chamber. Fed by Breitbart News. 
 
 
 You got to admit that this Post Truth World is very dangerous, but we can’t escape it. No 
matter how much we try. We must accept that we brought ourselves here and the only way 
is to work forward until we can move on from this. Better pack some supplies everyone this 
road is going to be long and tiring.  
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